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Inelastic collisions in para-H2: Translation-rotation state-to-state rate
coefficients and cross sections at low temperature and energy
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We report an experimental determination of thek00→02 rate coefficient for inelastic H2:H2 collisions
in the temperature range from 2 to 110 K based on Raman spectroscopy data in supersonic
expansions ofpara-H2. For this purpose a more accurate method for inverting the master equation
of rotational populations is presented. The procedure permits us to reduce the measuredk00→02 rate
coefficient to the correspondings00→02 cross section in the range of precollisional energy from
360 to 600 cm−1. Numerical calculations ofs00→02 carried out in the frame of the coupled channel
method are also reported for different intermolecular potentials of H2. A good agreement is found
between the experimental cross section and the numerical one derived from Diep and Johnson’s
potentialfJ. Chem. Phys.112, 4465s2000dg. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonreactive collisions between molecules are releva
molecular quantum mechanics, gas dynamics, and astro
ics. Due to the large vibrational quantum of H2, the energy
transfer in H2:H2 collisions in the gas at room temperat
and below is largely described by the rotation-transla
state-to-state rate coefficientsksTd. At the molecular leve
the collision between two single H2 molecules at relativ
kinetic energyE is described by the corresponding state
state inelastic cross sectionssEd. These quantities have be
the subject of a number of theoretical and computati
works,1–5 covering, however, the range above 50 K. Be
this temperature neither theoretical nor experimental
have been reported as far as we know.

In this paper we report the experimental determinatio
the dominant state-to-state rate coefficientk00→02sTtd of
para-H2 spH2d in the low temperature range, 2øTt

ø110 K, and of its associated inelastic cross sec
s00→02sEd in the energy range 360øEø600 cm−1. These
quantities concern the collision induced transitions betw
the two lowest rotational levels,J=0 andJ=2 of the vibra-
tional ground statesv=0d, i.e., between a state of pure tra
lational energy and the lowest rotational level accessible
nonreactive collision. The experimental work is comp
mented byad hocscattering calculations.

This paper is structured as follows: in Sec. II the th
retical background of the methodology is described in
nection with the physical quantities measured experim
tally. Sections III and IV deal with the instrumental aspe
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of the experiment and with the measuring procedure o
quantities involved, respectively. In Sec. V the experime
k00→02sTtd rate coefficient ofpH2 is discussed. The relatio
between a rate coefficient and the corresponding cross
tion is also derived in Sec. V as an explicit function of
translational temperature, providing the ground for the
perimental determination of thes00→02sEd cross section o
pH2. The discussion is completed in Sec. VI comparing
present experimental rate coefficients and cross section
the theoretical ones derived using different scattering c
putational codes and potential energy surfaces ofpH2. A
brief Sec. VII closes the paper with the main conclusion

II. METHODOLOGY

The physical foundation of the present experime
method is the spontaneous breakdown of thermal equilib
between the translational and the rotational degrees of
dom in the core of a steady supersonic expansion of a
lecular gas, in this case purepH2. Such a core, the so-call
zone of silence of the expansion, is characterized by a
nar flow of supersonic velocityV, and by a fast decrease
the local number densityn and of the translational tempe
ture Tt as the distancez from the nozzle increases. Th
rarefaction-cooling effect, which is driven by the press
gradient across the nozzle, causes a progressive reduc
the collisional rate and of the inelastic rate coefficients in
expanding gas. This leads to the gradual breakdown of
modynamical equilibriumsTr ÞTt, with Tr .Ttd between ro
tational and translational temperatures.

The above qualitative ideas can be expressed qua

tively by means of a master equation for the energy transfer

© 2005 American Institute of Physics13-1
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between translational and rotational degrees of freedom
sidering explicitly the discrete nature of rotational levels.
a gas of diatomic molecules it reads2

dPi

dt
= no

j,m

s− PiPjkij→,m + P,Pmk,m→i jd, s1d

describing the time evolution of the populationPi snormal-
ized to unity, i.e.,SiPi =1d of a rotational energy level wit
quantum numberJ= i, in a gas parcel with instantaneo
number densitynstd and translational temperatureTt saver-
aged over the three translational degrees of freedomd. Indices
i, j , ,, and m span the domain of the rotational quant
number J of the diatomic molecule; kij→,m is the
translational-rotational state-to-state rate coefficient for
inelastic collision between pairs of molecules in a bathsmac-
roscopic sampled at the translational temperatureTt. The con-
straint hi , j ,, ,mj=even holds forpH2.

In order to determine rate coefficients in the environm
of a supersonic expansion it is advantageous to transfor
master equations1d from the time domain into the spat
domain, which is directly accessible in the experiment. S
the flow is laminar in the zone of silence of the expansio
it the rotational populations along the expansion evolve
cording to

Pi8szd =
nszd
Vszdoj,m

kij→,m

3S− PiPj + P,Pm
s2i + 1ds2j + 1d

s2, + 1ds2m+ 1d
esE,+Em−Ei−Ejd/kTtD ,

s2d

wherePi8szd=dPiszd /dz; Vszd=dz/dt is the bulk flow veloc
ity of the gas parcel of number densitynszd located atz. For
later convenience, Eq.s2d is formulated in terms of only th
“upward” rateskij→,m by virtue of microscopic reversibility
Upward rates are subject to the constraintEi +Ej ,E,+Em

for the sum of rotational energies before and after the c
sion.

Under the experimental conditions of this workssee be
lowd the temperature of the expanding gas always rem
below the threshold of 250 K. Thus, only the population
J=0 andJ=2 rotational levels will be considered in the d
cussion, since the population of theJ=4 rotational level o
pH2 at 1180 cm−1 is hardly detectable. Therefore the expa
ing pH2 will be treated here as a two-level system,J=0 and
J=2, of populationsP0 and P2 described by means of
rotational temperatureTr. The conditionsP0+P2=1 andP08
+P28=0 are satisfied within experimental uncertainty.

Sincekij→,m approximately scales as expfs−E,−Em+Ei

+Ejd /kTtg, just thek00→02 andk02→22 rate coefficients ofpH2

are relevant in the range of translational temperatur
,Tt,110 K considered here. In this range upward rate
efficients other thank00→02 and k02→22, either are orders o
magnitude smallerslike k00→22d or appear in Eq.s2d
weighted with negligible populationsslike k04→24d, and will

therefore be ignored.
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A quantity that can be determined experimentally via
s2d is the combinationk02=P0k00→02+P2k02→22, henceforth
referred to as the “reduced” rate coefficient. To this purp
Eq. s2d may be rearranged as

k02sTt,Trd =
P08szdVszd
nszdP0szd

f− 1 +eXszdg−1, s3d

a form where all right-hand-term quantities can be de
mined from the experiment;Xszd=E2bfTt

−1szd−Tr
−1szdg ac-

counts for the breakdown of the rotational-translational t
mal equilibrium as a function of the distancez from the
nozzle; Ttszd and Trszd are, respectively, the local trans
tional and rotational temperatures atz; E2=354.38 cm−1 is
the energy of theJ=2 rotational level of H2, andb=hc/kB

=1.4388 K/cm−1.
For later convenience Eq.s3d will be rewritten as

k02sTt,Trd = G02sTt,Trde−bE2/Tt, s4d

where

G02sTt,Trd = −
5P28szdVszd
P2szdnszd

V s5d

is a smooth function ofTt and Tr varying by less than
factor 3 for 2øTtø110 K and 140øTr ø250 K, the ther
mal domain of present experiment. The factorV=1+seX

−1d−1 varies between<1.2 at Tt=110 K and 1.0 atTt

ø50 K.
In Eq. s5d, z, nszd, and P2szd are measured quantitie

while Trszd, Ttszd, P28szd, Vszd, andVszd are inferred from th
former data with sufficiently good accuracy. Supersonic
pansions ofpH2 under different stagnation conditions sho
different evolution of rotational populations and temperat
thus leading to slightly different experimentalG02sTt ,Trd
functions and associatedk02sTt ,Trd reduced rate coefficien
From the latter, thek00→02sTtd andk02→22sTtd rate coefficient
can be obtained, as well as their corresponding cross
tions, as shown in Sec. V.

The nature and conditions of the experiment, and
the referred quantities have been measured, are des
next.

III. EXPERIMENT

All data needed here to determine the mentioned
coefficients ofpH2 have been retrieved from the intensi
of the Qs0d andQs2d Raman lines measured along the s
metry axis of supersonic expansions of the gas. The sp
were recorded with the apparatus operative at the Institu
Estructura de la Materia, dedicated to the systematic stu
molecular fluid dynamics in the supersonic jets. This ins
mentation, based on high sensitivity Raman spectros
with very high spatial resolutionsfew micrometersd, has bee
described elsewhere.6 It has been upgraded in several asp
and currently consists of the following parts.

Expansion chamber. The expansion chamber, of 4
34403820 mm3, manufactured in welded aluminum, h
25 mm thick walls, and a 40 mm thick base for op

mechanical stability. In order to reduce stray light from the
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laser source the interior of the chamber is electrochemi
coated in black.

Sample feeding line. Normal H2 snH2d of 99.9999% pu
rity was circulated through a cryogenic catalytic converte
a regulated pressure of 1–4 bars to preparepH2 of purity
higher than 99.5%. The purity ofpH2 was determined spe
troscopically from the ratio of intensities of thesorthod
Qs1d=4155.25 cm−1 to the sparad Qs0d=4161.18 cm−1 Ra-
man lines. ThepH2 produced this way was compressed w
no intermediate storage, regulated in a second stage
stagnation pressurep0 of the experiment, filtered by a 2mm
sintered stainless steel filter, and expanded superson
into the chamber through a nozzle atT0=295 K.

Nozzle. An axisymmetric nozzle of diameterD=50 mm
machined in copper has been used in the experiments
nozzle, installed at the interior of the expansion chambe
mounted onto a system of three orthogonal micropositio
stages. The point of the expansion flow field to be pro
spectroscopically is chosen by moving the nozzle, while
focal spot of the exciting laser beam is maintained fixed
a better optical stability.

Vacuum system. The vacuum in the expansion cham
is provided by a 2000, /s turbomolecular pump backed b
400 m3/h roots and a 70 m3/h rotary pumps. In stationa
regime the residual pressures were in the range
10−2–10−3 mbars.

Excitation laser source. A Beamlok 2080 Ar+ laser from
Spectra Physics was used for excitation of the Raman
tering. Typical excitation power was 2.5 Wssingle moded at
l=514.5 nm on a 1.6 mm diameter laser beam.

Excitation/collection optics and micropositioning s
tems. The required high irradiance at the Raman scatte
point of the jet was attained focusing the laser beam
means of a coated lens off =35 mm focal length, as show
in the scheme of Fig. 1. Dimensionc of R, the region actu
ally “seen” by the spectrometer, is controlled by the entra
slitwidth, and dimensiona by the vertical binning system
the charge-coupled devicesCCDd detector;c=5 mm anda
=50 mm are representative values in this work. The Ra
signal, collected by a 50 mmf :0.95 photographic objectiv

FIG. 1. Scheme of the Raman scattering excitation for the quantitativ
vestigation of supersonic jets. Raman signal collected alongy axis.
internal to the expansion chamber, was projected onto th
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entrance slit of the spectrometer by an external achroma
of f =500 mm, with total magnifying power310. All optical
elements within the expansion chamber are positione
means of high accuracy micropositioning devices actu
by remote control from outside the chamber. Laser stray
from the expansion chamber was further reduced by m
of a 514.5 nm notch holographic filter installed in front
the spectrometer slit.

Spectrometer. The very high sensitivity spectrometer i
dedicated instrument which is described in detail elsewh7

It is equipped with a 2360 lines/mm holographic grating
1023102 mm2 as dispersive element, and with a ba
illuminated CCD detector refrigerated by liquid nitrogen.
active surface has 13403400 pixels of 20320 mm2. Scan
ning and data acquisition are fully computerized, emplo
the home developed software packageREGISTRA. Curren
routine detection limit of this spectrometer at a spectral r
lution of 1 cm−1 is on the order of 1019 molecules/m3.

With the setup described above five supersonic ex
sions ofpH2 have been investigated quantitatively in orde
generate the primary data set for obtaining the reduced
coefficientsk02sTt ,Trd according to Eqs.s4d and s5d. In all
cases the residual pressure in the expansion chambe
low enough to shape the zone of silence of the expan
larger thanz=300D. No evidence of normal shock wave w
detected in this region, characterized experimentally
density decay~z−2 for z.4D. This is the best proof of ise
tropic laminar flow in the investigated region, a condit
that must be satisfied for deriving reliable translational t
peratures and flow velocities from the experimental num
densities and rotational temperaturesssee belowd. For the
present purpose a number of Raman spectra ofpH2 in the
zone 4100–4170 cm−1 were recorded along the axis of
expansions, starting as close to the nozzle as 25mm sz
=D /2d.

IV. MEASURED QUANTITIES

For the evaluation of Eqs.s4d and s5d the primary ex
perimental quantities measured along the expansion ax
the distancez from the nozzle, the local number densitynszd,
and the rotational populationsP0szd and P2szd. The remain
ing quantitiesTrszd, Ttszd, P28szd, andVszd were derived from
nszd, P0szd, andP2szd as described below.

The distancez was determined from the motion of t
nozzle by means of its codified micropositioning stage
nominal precision ±1mm. In turn, nszd, P0szd, and P2szd
were derived from the intensities,I0szd andI2szd of theQs0d
andQs2d Raman lines ofpH2 at 4161.18 and 4143.47 cm−1,
respectively. These intensities can be expressed by8

I0szd = CnszdP0szdk00uāu10l2, s6d

I2szd = CnszdP2szdfk02uāu12l2 + 4
45

6
21k02ugu12l2g , s7d

in terms of the rovibrational transition moments of the po
izability invariants, kvJuāuv8Jl smean polarizabilityd and
kvJuguv8Jl sanisotropyd. The values employed,k00uāu10l
<k02uāu12l=s12.95±0.1d and k02ugu12l=s11.29±0.1d, in

−42 −1 2
eunits of 10 C V m , have been derived from a combina-
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tion of ab initio calculations9 and additional experiment
measurements from our laboratory.

The factorC depends on the exciting irradiance, wa
length, and scattering geometry, and remains constant
the experiment. HereC has been determined from the Ram
intensityI0

ref recorded in a staticpH2 sample of known num
ber density and temperature. The corresponding pressur
measured with a high accuracys0.08%d MKS Baratron pres
sure gauge. The estimated uncertainties are<4% for C and
<1% for P0.

The experimental number densities determined by m
of Eqs.s6d and s7d are shown in Fig. 2. The rotational te
peratures associated with the experimental rotational po
tions P0szd andP2szd are shown in Fig. 3. Dots stand for t
measured data, while continuous lines are the best fits
analytical smoothing functions. For better accuracy the
rivative function P28szd was obtained numerically from th
the smoothedTrszd’s.

The translational temperatureTtszd along the expansion
has been derived from the smoothednszd’s and Trszd’s as-
suming isentropic flow in the investigated axial region of
jet. The procedure to retrieveTtszd is as follows: The entrop
Sszd along the expansion is given by

FIG. 2. Number densities along supersonic expansions ofpH2.

FIG. 3. Rotational and translational temperatures along supersonic e

sions ofpH2.
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Sszd = Stszd + Srszd + Svszd, s8d

where Stszd, Srszd, and Svszd are, respectively, the trans
tional, rotational, and vibrational contributions. The latter
mains constant since the vibrational cooling ofpH2 is negli-
gible along the expansions. In contrast, the translationa
rotational contributions vary withz as

Stszd = St
0 + Rf 3

2 ln Ttszd − ln nszdg s9d

and

Srszd = Sr
0 + RFln Zszd + Trszd

]

]Trszd
ln ZszdG , s10d

respectively, whereR=8.3145 J K−1 mol−1 is the universa
gas constant, and

Zszd < 1 + 5e−bE2/Trszd s11d

stands for the rotational partition function ofpH2 in an ap-
proximation good enough ifTr ,250 K. Imposing the invar
ance of entropy between the nozzle prechamber of kn
stagnation conditions and any point of the jet axis, we ob
for the translational temperature

Ttszd = T0Snszd
n0

Z0

Zszd
ey0−yszdD2/3

, s12d

where index zero refers to the stagnation conditions in
nozzle prechambersnot to be confused with those at
nozzle originz=0d and

yszd = P2szd
bE2

Trszd
. s13d

Since the stagnation conditionssT0,n0,p0d are known fo
each expansion, andnszd, Trszd, Zszd, and yszd are deter
mined from the experiment, the translational tempera
Ttszd along the jet is obtained from Eqs.s12d ands13d. This is
advantageous compared to an earlier procedure based
conservation of enthalpy along the expansion axis.10 Now,
the translational temperature at a given pointz of the expan
sion is obtained from the local experimental datanszd and
Trszd at the very same pointz, according to Eq.s12d, and
from the stagnation conditions, and there is no need to
grate over the expansion path as in the previous meth10

Accumulative errors are avoided, overcoming the need
complete data set between the nozzle exit and the poinz.

The translational temperatures determined for the ex
sions at stagnation pressuresp0=16 and 1 bars are shown
Fig. 3 sbottomd. For p0=8, 4, and 2 bars the translatio
temperatures are between the former ones. The differ
among the translational temperatures in the various ex
sions can be easily understood in terms of Eq.s12d. Although
the ratio functionnszd /n0 is very nearly invariant in all fiv
expansions, the rotational partition functionZszd and theyszd
function depend on the rotational temperature, which is
cific for each expansion. This leads to significantly diffe-

translational temperatures.
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The local flow velocityVszd along the zone of silence
a supersonic expansion generated at stagnation tempe
T0 can be determined from the conservation of total enth
which leads to

Vszd = S R

W
f7T0 − 5Ttszd − 2TrszdgD1/2

, s14d

whereW is the molar mass of the expanded gas. The
mated error inV is ø1%.

A preliminary analysis of the raw experimental num
densities and rotational temperatures of the five expan
of pH2 investigated showed that thep0=1 and 2 bars expa
sions were thermally too noisy for the present purpose
led to too poor a measure of theP28szd’s required in Eq.s5d.
Thus, only the data from expansions atp0=4, 8, and 16 bar
are considered good enough to determine theG02sTt ,Trd
functions and their corresponding reduced rate coeffic
k02sTt ,Trd.

The experimentalG02sTt ,Trd’s derived from thep0=4, 8,
and 16 bars expansions are depicted in Fig. 4sad. The corre
sponding reduced rate coefficientsk02sTt ,Trd are given in
Table I for selected translational temperatures.

The experimental error ofG02’s is mainly determined b
P28szd andnszd errors. Whilenszd error is conditioned by th
uncertainty of the instrumental constantC, P28szd error
strongly depends on the type of function employed
smoothingTr, specially for Tr approaching asymptotical
the terminal rotational temperature, which correspond
translational temperatures below 10 K as shown in Fig
This is the main reason whyG02sTt ,Trd is expected to be le

FIG. 4. sad G02 functions ofpH2 from expansions atp0=4, 8, and 16 bars
sbd G00→02 function ofpH2. Experiment: as obtained from theG02 functions
assumingR02=1.54; error bars are one standard deviation. Theory:MOLSCAT

calculationssee the textd.
accurate forTt,10 K. In order to estimate the accuracy of
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k02 it is important to realize thatTt must be considered t
independent variable, and so error free by definition. Thu
a fixedTt the accuracy of thek02sTt ,Trd determined by mean
of Eqs. s4d and s5d is sensitive only to the errors of t
experimental quantitiesP2, P28, n, V, andTr at this particula
value ofTt. In summary, the accuracy ofk02 is determined b
that of the functionG02 defined in Eq.s5d. In an ideal error
free experiment under the nominal conditions of this w
the G02’s from p0=16, 8, and 4 bars measurements sh
differ by less than 4%. The spreads<18%d of the actua
experimental plots shown in Fig. 4sad thus provides an em
pirical estimate for the overall experimental uncertainty
G02’s andk02’s.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RATE COEFFICIENTS AND
CROSS SECTIONS

From the definition ofk02=P0k00→02+P2k02→22 it fol-
lows that thek00→02 andk02→22 rate coefficients can in pri
ciple be retrieved from thek02’s of Table I, since the rota
tional populationsP0 andP2 along the various expansions
known with good accuracys<1%d. However, the system
equations is ill defined due to the experimental error
about ±18% ink02 discussed above, leading to a too p
determination of the ratio

R20sTtd =
k02→22sTtd
k00→02sTtd

. s15d

We thus conclude that obtaining thek00→02 andk02→22 rates
on the sole basis of the reported experiment would requi
experimental accuracy about one order of magnitude b
than available at present.

In order to overcome this limitation the constraintR20

=1.54±0.15, for 2øTtø110 K, has been imposed on
basis of the theoretical results discussed below. This wa
“experimental” rates of Table II can be compared unamb
ously with the theoretical results.

As a further step, we show how the cross sections
inelastic binary collisions at kinetic energyE have been de
rived from the corresponding experimental rates: the rel
between a rate coefficientkij→,msTtd and its cross sectio

TABLE I. Reduced rate coefficientk02 of pH2 measured from three sup
sonic expansions at stagnation pressurep0=16, 8 and 4 bars, and stagnat
temperatureT0=295 K. Units ofQ3m3s−1.

Tt sKd 16 bars 8 bars 4 bars Q

110 3.989 4.129 5.028 10−20

100 2.041 2.625 2.992 10−20

50 0.991 1.217 1.298 10−22

20 2.194 2.546 2.733 10−29

10 2.449 2.382 3.893 10−40

5 2.663 2.385 4.270 10−62

2 1.430 1.254 2.397 10−128
si j→,msEd is given by the weighted average
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kij→,msTtd =
kvl

skBTtd2E
Es

` si j→,msEd
expsE/kBTtd

EdE, s16d

under the assumption that the colliding molecules ob
Maxwellian distribution at the translational temperatureTt:
E=Etotal−Ei −Ej is the available precollisional kinetic ener
for the J= i and J= j rotational levels;Es is the minimum
kinetic energy for the levelsJ=, andJ=m to become acce
sible, andkvl=s8kBTt /pmd1/2 is the mean relative velocity
the colliding partners of reduced massm.

In order to retrieve thes00→02 ands02→22 cross section
of pH2 from the experimental rate coefficients it will be
sumed that thesi j→,m cross section in Eq.s16d can be de
scribed for E.Es with sufficiently good accuracy by th
truncated power series

si j→,msEd = o
n=0

q

si j→,m
snd En, s17d

with q+1 constant coefficientssi j→,m
snd . With this approxima

tion Eq. s16d can be integrated analytically, and the rate
efficient at the temperatureTt becomes

kij→,msTtd = Gij→,msTtde−bEs/Tt, s18d

with

Gij→,msTtd = kvlo
n=0

q

si j→,m
snd CnsTtd. s19d

The first threeCnsTd coefficients are

C0sTtd = 1 +
bEs

Tt
, s20d

C1sTtd = 2Es +
bEs

2

+
2Tt , s21d

TABLE II. Rate coefficientsk00→02 andk02→22 of pH2. Units of Q3m3s−1.
Uncertainties in parentheses are one standard deviation.

Tt sKd
k00→02

Experimenta
k00→02

Theoryb
k02→22

Theoryb Q

300 1.53 2.58 10−18

200 4.39 7.44 10−19

150 1.44 2.44 10−19

110 3.6s6d 3.29 5.53 10−20

100 2.2s4d 1.92 3.23 10−20

90 1.2s2d 1.02 1.71 10−20

80 5.6s8d 4.64 7.79 10−21

70 2.1s3d 1.73 2.91 10−21

60 6.0s7d 4.75 7.97 10−22

50 1.1s1d 0.81 1.35 10−22

40 7.8s9d 5.90 9.86 10−24

30 1.1s1d 0.80 1.34 10−25

20 2.3s3d 1.63 2.71 10−29

10 2.7s7d 1.65 2.62 10−40

5 2.8s9d 1.63 2.41 10−62

2 1.5s5d 0.89 1.23 10−128

aThis work, assumingR02=1.54±0.15.
bThis work, using the PES from Ref. 11.
Tt b
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C2sTtd = 3Es
2 +

bEs
3

Tt
+

6EsTt

b
+

6Tt
2

b2 , s22d

where Es=sE,+Emd−sEi +Ejd can be taken as a good a
proximation. For the particular cases considered here,k00→02

andk02→22, we haveEs=E2=354.38 cm−1.
For any particular rate coefficientkij→,msTtd determined

experimentally Eq.s18d is a system ofr linear equations, on
for each translational temperature consideredTt1, Tt2, . . . ,Ttr,
with q+1 unknownssi j→,m

snd . The numberq+1 of significan
ssnd’s that can be determined by solving the system dep
on the thermal range considered. The higherTt’s are included
the more ssnd’s can be determined. The experimen
G00→02sTtd, which carries the information about thes00→02

snd

coefficients according to Eqs.s19d–s22d is shown in Fig. 4sbd
jointly with the best theoreticalG00→02sTtd discussed in th
following section.

In the particular case studied here, the solution of
overdetermined system of 13 linear equations for the 13
perimentalk00→02sTtd data points of Table II, each one fo
temperature in the range 2øTtø110 K, leads to a thre
parameter best fit of the cross section

s00→02sEd = s00→02
s0d + s00→02

s1d E + s00→02
s2d E2, s23d

for 360øEø600 cm−1, which is the significant range of pr
collisional energy in Eq.s16d for Ttø110 K.

Employing the experimental errors of Table II as weig
ing factors the best fit parameters for the experime
s00→02sEd are: s00→02

s0d =0.0368 Å2, s00→02
s1d =−0.353 376

310−3 Å2 cm, and s00→02
s2d =0.809 468310−6 Å2 cm2. The

s00→02sEd obtained this way is shown in Fig. 5sbd jointly
with the error bars as determined from the errors quote
Table II.

As an internal consistence testk00→02sTtd was recalcu
lated using Eqs.s18d and s19d with the s00→02

snd constant
given above. The results are within 5% of the experime
values of Table II, proving thatk00→02 of pH2 can be inter
polated at any temperature 2øTtø110 K by means of Eq
s18d–s22d with reasonably good accuracy.

It deserves mention how the experimental uncertai
of Table II in the domain of temperatures propagate into
domain of energies, shown in Fig. 5sbd. While the experi
mental uncertainty ofk00→02sTtd is highest at the lowest tem
peratures investigated, below 10 K, the corresponding u
tainty of s00→02sEd is almost negligible between about 4
and 450 cm−1, and then increases monotonically for incre
ing energies. This is due to the truncation of the the
domain atTt=110 K. On the other hand, the error bar aE
=360 cm−1 is due to the omission of the resonance aEs

=354 cm−1 in Eq. s17d. Extending the experimental therm
domain of k00→02sTtd above 110 K would lead to a bet
definition of s00→02sEd above 600 cm−1. Inclusion of a
Gaussian-type function in Eq.s17d should allow for a bette
definition of s00→02sEd near the 354 cm−1 resonance.

VI. THEORY VERSUS EXPERIMENT

Several calculations of the inelastic state-to-state c

sections and rate coefficients ofpH2 have been reported
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before.1–5 Such results depend on the intermolecular po
tial employed in the calculation, and so far appear to
limited to the thermal range above 50 K. For a meanin
comparison of theory with our experimental results in
range 2,Tt,110 K, we have carried out a number of sc
tering calculations in the frame of the quantum mechan
coupled channels method, employing two different rigid
tor potential energy surfacessPESsd: Diep and Johnson
sDJ-PESd sRef. 11d, and Schaefer and Köhler’ssSK-PESd.12

A grid of total energies from 354.35 to 5000 cm−1 was em
ployed, and at least two closedsi , jd “well-ordered” levels
si.e., with i ø jd were taken into account in addition to t
open well-ordered rotational levels.1,13 The rotational energ
levels were taken from.14 Comparable calculations report
by Flower5 were based on Schwenke’s potentialsS-PESd.15

TheMOLSCAT code16 was employed considering thepH2

molecules as indistinguishable. Additional test calculat
for distinguishable molecules were performed with theMOL-

COL code17 in order to check for quantum interference
fects. In this context the cross sections for indistinguish
colliding molecules is expressed as1,3

si j→,m
ind = si j→,m

d + si j→m,
e + sW+ − W−dsi j ;,m

de , s24d

wheresd and se are the direct and the exchange cross
tions for distinguishable molecules;W+=sI +1d / s2I +1d=1
and W−= I / s2I +1d=0 are the boson nuclear spinsI =0d sta-
tistical weights of the antisymmetric and symmetric w
functions of thepH2–pH2 system;sde accounts for quantu

FIG. 5. sad s00→02 cross section calculated from different intermolec
PESs of H2. sbd Detail and experimental results.
interference effects.
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In Fig. 5sad sgraphs 1 and 2d the quantities1
2s00→02

ind and
s00→02

dis calculated from the DJ-PESsRef. 11d are shown fo
comparison;sind was obtained according to Takayana
counting of states.4,18 Sincesdis=sd=se for distinguishabl
colliding molecules, we check this way thats00→02

ind

=2s00→02
dis , corroborating that interference effects are ne

gible in pH2 for inelastic cross sections.1

The s00→02’s calculated by us from SK-PESsRef. 12d
and calculated by Flower5 from S-PESsRef. 15d are included
in Fig. 5 sgraphs 3 and 4d for comparison. Theses’s are
somewhat lower than for the DJ-PES, leading to rate co
cients lower than the experimental ones reported in Tab

As shown in Fig. 5sbd sgraph 1d, the best agreement
theory with experiment in the range 400,E,600 cm−1 is
found for our calculation based on DJ-PES.11 However
Flower’s resultssgraph 4d as well as our own theoretic
results based on SK-PESsRef. 12d sgraph 3d are partially
compatible with the experiment since the reported ex
mental uncertainties are just one standard deviation.

Two discrepancies between experiment and theory
serve mention. First, all the calculateds00→02sEd’s are
slightly underestimated with respect to the experim
Whether this is due to a convergence of theory tow
higher s’s or is caused by systematic errorssof <10% by
excessd in the experimental number densities cannot be
cided at present. Second, the experimentals00→02sEd
<0.014 Å2 determined at E=360 cm−1, near the E2

=354.38 cm−1 resonance, is significantly overestimated w
respect to the theoretical predictions. This may be attrib
to neglecting the resonance in the simplified descriptio
s00→02sEd by the polynomial series of Eq.s17d. A resonan
term might in principle be considered in Eq.s17d. However
experimental data of substantially improved accuracy w
be needed to fix such a term.

The calculated cross sections discussed above
transformed to the rate coefficients by means of Eq.s16d; the
k00→02 and k02→22 resulting from Diep and Johnson’s P
sRef. 11d are reported in Table II and the correspond
G00→02 is shown in Fig. 4sbd. In the range where comparis
with the experiment is possible, 2øTtø110 K, the theore
ical prediction is<15% lower nearTt<100 K and<50%
lower for Tø10 K. However, forTø10 K the experimenta
uncertainty is<30%. Taking into account that the quantit
compared span a range larger than 100 orders of magn
these results are highly encouraging.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have reported an experimental method substan
improved with respect to our previous works,19,20 which al-
lows us to obtain inelastic collisional state-to-state rate c
ficients and cross sections as a function of the temper
and collisional energy, respectively. The simplest molec
systempH2 has been employed as a methodological
reaching temperatures well below the triple point. For
dominant rate coefficient ofpH2 at low temperature,k00→02,
the agreement with our theoretical calculations employi
recent PESsRef. 11d as well as with other results from t

literature is highly encouraging. The reduction from experi-
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mental k00→02 of pH2 to its s00→02 has proven successf
with good agreement of this quantity with several theore
results in the domain of kinetic energy 360øEø600 cm−1.

The reported methodology can be employed with no
of generality on other molecule-molecule or molecule-a
collisional systems. It also can be extended to a wider
mal range with affordable technical improvements. Exp
mental information abouts00→02sEd of pH2 in the range u
to E<2000 cm−1 can in principle be obtained by the sa
method from supersonic expansions spanning the the
range 2øTtø300 K in the jet, which should imply stagn
tion temperatures above 700 K, a condition beyond the s
of the present work, however, not impossible in a near fu
In the light of the expertise developed along this work
judge it feasible to reach an experimental accuracy on
order of 5% in the rate coefficients, a figure which may o
appealing options for a rigorous treatment of nonequilibr
problems in the fields of astrophysics and atmospheric p
ics. It also may provide a firm basis for rarefied gas dyna
models beyond the continuum, as well as a new sourc
experimental data for the validation of intermolecular po
tials in a wide range of energies.
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